Introduction
Let N be a (4n+3)-dimensional differentiate manifold and three almost oontaot structures i»"M!,3 on H, i.e., we have (1.1) 0, 7 ± (-1, ^»^«O, where I is the identity morphism on the tangent bundle to N. Suppose these almost oontaot structures satisfy for any cyolic permutation (i,j,k) of (1, 2, 3) . Then by using the terminology from [2] , we say that N is endowed with an almost contact 3-structure. If N is a Riemannian manifold, then there exists a Riemannian metric g on N such that we have (see [2] ) 7i(X) = gU.^J, Now, suppose II is endowed with three Sasakian structurea (i-pfi^.g), i=1,2,3 suoh that ^, £3 be mutually orthogonal to each other. Then we say that we have a Sasakian 3-struoture on N. In [2] , Y.Y.Kuo proved that the Euclidean space and the sphere are examples of manifolds endowed with a Sasakian 3-structure. By using (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) it is easily to obtain an orthonoroal field of frames on K of the following form {e1 »• • • » B n» $ i B n» P l »$2 P 1»'*** P n» $ 2 P n' G 1' $ 3 G 1'* ,# ' G n' $ 3 G n»^1'i2'b}* Thue N is n® 0 « 88^11^ of dimension 4n+3. Next, let M be a hypersurface of a manifold Iff endowed with a Sasakian 3-structure (^¿»^»7^.6)» i = 1,2,3, such that $2* ^3 810 tan & ant to M * Denote by T^M and TXM X the tangent space and respectively the normal spaoe to M at xeM. Then we define the 1-dimensional distributions = ^(T^" 1 ) cTxK, i = 1,2,3.
3y using (1.4) we obtain (1.7) giijU.U) = 0 for any U e TjH 1 , i.e., the distributions D^ are well defined on M.
We denote by 1 = 1*2*3 the 1-dimensional distributions spanned by vector fields ^ on M and consider the following distributions
If S is an arbitrary vector bundle,then ve denote by r(S) the nodule of its differentiable sections. Proposition 1. Let K be a hypersurface of a manifold N endowed with a Sasakian 3-structure. Then we have the following assertions: (1) Proof. By (1*4) we have
for any X e P(D) and Y., e rfD^. But Y., = ^U, where UerfTM 1 ).
Henoe by (1.1) and (1.2) we obtain
,# Therefore we have e r(Dg ® Dj ® TM 1 ) and by (1. where (i,j,k) is a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3) . We denote by P the projection oorphism of TM to the invariant distribution D. Then for any Y e r(IM) we put
where v 4 and u it i • 1,2,3 are 1-form locally defined on M by
Now we denote by V the Riemannian connection induced by g on M. Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are given by -g(-hU^X), i = 1,2,3.
Thus from (2.23) and (2.24) there follows the assertion of the theorem. 
